Lifting the mirror symmetry of metal surfaces: decoupling the electronic and physical manifestations of surface chirality.
Naturally occurring metal surfaces possess planes of mirror symmetry on the nanometer-length scale. This mirror symmetry can be lifted and chirality "physically" conveyed onto a surface by adsorbing a chiral molecule. Until now, it has not been known whether the conveying of chirality is limited to just the physical structure or whether it goes deeper and permeates the electronic structure of the underlying surface. By using optically active second harmonic generation (OA-SHG), it is demonstrated that the adsorption of some, but not all, chiral molecules can reversibly, and without significant structural rearrangement, measurably lift the mirror symmetry of the surface electronic structure of a metal. It is proposed that the ability of a chiral molecule to place a significant "chiral perturbation" on the electronic structure of a surface is correlated to its adsorption geometry. The microscopic origins of the observed optical activity are also discussed in terms of classical models of chirality. The results of the study challenge current models of how chiral adsorbates induce enantioselectivity in the chemical/physical behavior of heterogeneous systems, which are based on geometric/stereochemical arguments, by suggesting that chiral electronic perturbations could play a role.